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Abstract 
We give a new proof of the Theorem of I. Simon that a language is piecewise testable if and 
only if it is recognized by a finite F-trivial monoid. Our proof is based on representations by 
certain types of decreasing mappings. 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to give a new proof of Simon’s Theorem that a language 
is piecewise testable if and only if it is recognized by a finite Y-trivial monoid. Other 
proofs can be found in the books of Lallement [3] and Pin [4, Ch. 4, Theorem 1.61, 
involving intricate analysis of word factorizations. A proof that any finite monoid is 
F-trivial if and only if it is a quotient of a so-called finite partially ordered monoid 
is the subject of Straubing and Therien [6]. This is equivalent to Simon’s theorem 
as is explained therein. Their proof employs techniques from the theory of semigroup 
expansions. Finally, a topological viewpoint is adopted by Almeida in the book [l] to 
prove Simon’s theorem. 
We begin with a few simple notions concerning transformation semigroups. A map- 
ping CI E T, (the monoid of all self-maps of X, = { 1,. . , n} under composition) is called: 
(a) decreasing if i . ct < i and (b) order-preserving if i <j + i c( <j . CI (i, j E-Y,,). 
The monoid of all mappings on X, having property (a) is denoted by &,, while & 
stands for the monoid of all order-preserving mappings on X,. The monoid %?,, = &n fl Q,. 
Clearly, V,, is isomorphic to %?z, the monoid of all increasing and order-preserving 
mappings. The set of fixed points of a mapping c( E T, will be written as F(a). It is 
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always the case that F(M) & ran c(, with equality if and only if CI E E(T,,), the set of 
idempotents of &. 
All semigroups S will be taken as finite unless otherwise specified. The unique 
idempotent power of an element a E S will be written as a”. A semigroup S divides 
a semigroup T, written S 4 T, if S is a homomorphic image of some subsemigroup 
of T. A semigroup is aperiodic if it has only trivial subgroups, a property which is 
equivalent to Green’s 2 relation being trivial on S. The least semilattice congruence 
on S is denoted by 4. 
Result 1.1 (Pin [4, Theorem 4.3.61). Any g-trivial semigroup S can be embedded in 
the monoid &n, where n = IS’]. 
To prove this, one takes the partial order on S defined by the W-relation and extends 
it to a total order on S’. The extended right regular representation of S into Tsl is then 
an embedding by decreasing mappings with respect to this total order. Conversely, any 
divisor of some &Fn is also &%rivial. 
Lemma 1.2. Let S be a finite W-trivial semigroup. Then S is .Y-trivial if and only if 
it has no 2-element left zero subsemigroup. 
Proof. Clearly, any semigroup S containing a non-trivial left zero subsemigroup is not 
_!Z’-trivial, and so not fltrivial. Conversely, we show that if S is W-trivial, but not 
Y-trivial, then S contains a 2-element left zero subsemigroup. 
Take (a, 6) E 9 with a # b so there exist x, y ES such that xa = b, yb = a. Then 
e = (xv)“, f = (yx)” are idempotents of S. Since S is W-trivial it follows that e = ex 
and f = fy. Thus, we infer that e # f, for otherwise we would then have a = fa = ea = 
exa = eb = b. Since S is aperiodic we have e = (xy)” =x( yx)Oy, whence e = xfy =xf, 
and similarly f = ye, whence eYf, as required. 0 
Henceforth, we take S to be a finite F-trivial semigroup which, by virtue of 
Result 1.1 and the fact that 9 = F in any finite semigroup, we may assume to be 
an arbitrary Y-trivial subsemigroup of some gn,. Two idempotents, e and f in T,, form 
a 2-element left zero subsemigroup of T, if and only if they share a common range. 
Hence, Lemma 1.2 may be interpreted as saying that a subsemigroup S of E;, is F- 
trivial if and only if the following condition is satisfied: 
1.3. F(P) = F(bW) =+ a0 = bQ Vu, b E S. 
It has been observed by Umar [7] that the least semilattice congruence on &n corre- 
sponds to equality of fixed point sets. In passing we point out that the argument goes 
through for arbitrary subsemigroups of &,,. 
Proposition 1.4. Let S be a subsemigroup of CC’,, and let a, b ES. Then (a, b) E q if 
and only if F(a) = F(b). 
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Proof. First observe that for any two mappings ~1, b E T, we have F(a) n F(b) 2 F(c$) 
with equality in the case where both a and ,4 are decreasing mappings. 
Let us write apb if F(a) = F(b). Clearly, p is an equivalence relation. Suppose that 
apb and cpd. Then F(ac) = F(u) n F(c) = F(b) n F(d) = F(bd), whence ucpbd, and so 
p is a congruence on S. Furthermore, F(u2) = F(u) n F(u) = F(u), and F(ub) = F(u) n 
F(b) =F(b) nF(u)=F(bu), showing that p is a semilattice congruence on S. 
Conversely, suppose that F(u)=F(b) (a, b E S). Since F(u”)=F(u) for all a ES 
and m > 1 we obtain F(u”) = F(u) = F(b) = F(b”‘), whence {uw, b”} forms a left zero 
subsemigroup of S. We then obtain unu”’ = u”b”qb”a” = b”qb, showing that p C yl, 
and thus p is the least semilattice congruence on S. 
Remark 1.5. Let S be a finite &?-trivial semigroup which we can suppose is embed- 
ded in 6’n say, and let G be a generating set for S with k elements. If a =gi .. gI 
then F(u) = nzz: F(g,). It follows that if two members a, b E S are products of the 
same set of generators then F(a) = F(b). If additionally S is T-trivial it follows from 
Property 1.3 that if a, b E E(S) then a = b. In particular, we see that IE(S)( < 2k. 
2. Simon’s theorem 
We shall work with a fixed finite alphabet A, with the free monoid on A denoted 
by A*. Recall that a word ai . . ak E A* is a subword of a word v of A* if there exist 
words us, vi, . . . , vk EA* such that v=v~uivi ... akt&. We write u < v to denote the fact 
that u is a subword of v. For each non-negative integer n the equivalence relation run 
on A* is defined by u N,, v if and only if u and v have the same set of subwords 
of length less than or equal to n. Note that u -n v implies that u -,,, v for all m 6 n. 
A language is called piecewise testable if it is the union of classes modulo N,, for 
some n. A language L C: A* is recognized by a finite monoid M if there is a nonempty 
subset P of M and a homomorphism 0 : A* 4 M such that L = PO-‘. 
For a word w E A* we write C(w) for the content of w, meaning the set of letters 
of the word. We say that w is of full content if C(w) = A. The length of w is denoted 
by Iw\ , and its respective initial and terminal letters are written i(w) and t(w). Let 
w=ul . ..a., where the ai are now members of T,, and let i EX,,. The set of integers 
that occur in the sequence i . al, i ulu2,. . . , i al . . . a,,, is called the image set of i 
under W, and we write its cardinality as n(i, w). 
Simon’s Theorem [5]. A language L is piecewise testable if and only if it can be 
recognized by a F-trivial monoid. 
Proof. First we show the forward implication. Suppose that L is piecewise testable, so 
that L is the union of -,, classes for some particular n > 0. Let W = {w E A* : Jw ( < n} = 
{WI, ~2,. . .} say. (The set W is finite as A is finite.) Let 
X={(i,j):l<i<lWl, l<j<(Wi(+l}, 
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ordered lexicographically. Let 0 : A* + g$ be the homomorphism induced by the map- 
ping ap H Cp (apEA) where (z, is defined by the rule 
(i,j) . tip = 
(i,j + 1) if the jth letter of Wi is ap, 
(W otherwise. 
We shall also write ~0 as ii. We claim that L = LB@‘. Otherwise there would exist 
v E A* such that u @L but V = ii for some u EL. Since L is the union of -n classes, 
it follows that v 7Ln u, and so there exists wi E W with wi <u but wi $v (or vice versa: 
the argument is identical in the opposite case). By construction, for any w E A*, (i, 1). 
W = (i, k + 1 ), where k is the length of the longest left factor of wi that is a subword 
of W. It follows that (i,l)ii=(i,Jwi( + l)#(i,l)- V, as Wi fi v, a contradiction. Therefore 
L = PO-‘, where P = Lfl, and so L is recognized by the strivial monoid %&. 0 
Conversely, suppose that L is recognized by a Y&ivial monoid S, which we can 
suppose is a submonoid of 4& say. Hence there exists a homomorphism 8 : A* -+ S 
such that L = P%-’ for some non-empty subset P of S. We need to verify that L is 
the union of ~,v classes, for some N > 1. 
Let U, v E A* such that u NN v for some N > 1 but with ii # 6. Since C(U) = C(v) it 
follows by Remark 1.5 that ii’” = G(I). There exists i E X, such that i. ii # i 6. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that i.ii > i.6. It then follows that ii is not idempotent 
for the contrary yields i. ii = i. ii” = i. GQ <i. 6. Let k denote n(i, u). Suppose that u has 
a factorization of the form u = wtu’2 . . wkw where each wi is a word of full content. 
Then, since no element of the image set of i under u is fixed by every letter (including 
i. ;i), and since the image set of i under wt w2 . . . wj has cardinality at least j + 1, we 
obtain the contradiction that the order of the image set of i under u exceeds k. Since 
k <n - 1, there are no more that n such factors in any such factorization of u. 
We proceed by induction on m, the order of the common content of the words u 
and v, assuming that for words involving fewer letters there exists a value M such 
that if u NM v then U = fi. Since m is bounded by IA], this will eventually furnish the 
required N. For a single letter a we may take A4 = II - 1 as Gk = Z” for all k > n - 1. 
Without loss of generality we take M>m2(n-l)+l. Put M’=(2m2+m)(n- l)+M+2 
and assume that u NMI v, but that ii # V and ii # ii2. 
Factorize u as xi . . ‘xt xt+l where xj (1 < j <l) is the full content left factor of 
(xi . . ‘q-1 )-‘u of shortest length (where this and all such products are to be calculated 
in the free group on A, and where x0 = 1, the empty word). Note that xy+i is not of 
full content. Also there is a unique full content subword Aj of q (j<t) of length 
m which has the same order of first appearance of letters as does xj. Dually, we 
have a factorization u = y,+ 1 y, . . y1 where yj (j <t) is the full content right factor 
Of U(yj_l ” . ~1)~’ of least length (the number of such factors yj is also t, as shown 
in the next lemma). We call these the canonical left and right factorizations of u, 
respectively. We also define Bj (j< t) to be the unique full content subword of yj of 
length m which has the same order of final appearance of letters as does 3. 
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Lemma 2.1. The number t of canonical eft factors xi of any word w equals t’, the 
number of canonical right factors yi. Moreover, there exist words ri,si E A* such that 
xi = risi and yt_i+l = siri+\, with ri not of full content and si not empty (1 <i Q t). 
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to show that t’ 2 t. If t = 1 then w is of full content 
whence t’ 2 1. Suppose now that t 2 2. Then x2 . . . xt xl+ 1 is the left canonical factoriza- 
tion of w’ =xl’w. By induction w’ has a canonical right factorization with t” 3 t - 1 
factors, which, since xi is of full content, can be extended to a canonical right factor- 
ization of w with at least t” + 1 > t - 1 + 1 = t factors. 
Since xi is of full content while y,+l is not, it follows that y,+i is a left factor 
of xi and that yt+i #xi. Put r1 = y,,l and so XI =rlsl say, with rl not of full content 
and si # 1. Since yt is of full content it is not a proper left factor of sl, as t(s,) 
appears nowhere else in si, and so we may write yt =slr2 say. Suppose inductively 
we have found words q,Sj (1 <j 6 t - 1) such that X, = qsj, yl-j+l =sjy/+r, with yi 
not of full content and Sj # 1. Since Sj # 1 it follows that ?+I is not of full content, 
as i(yt-j+l) @ C(rj+l), and SO rj+l is a left factor of Xj+l, with rj+i #xj+i, and we 
may write Xj+i = rj+isj+i, with sj+i # 1. Since y,-j is of full content it is not a proper 
left factor of sj+i as t(sj+i) appears nowhere else in Sj+l, which yields a required 
factorization Yt_j = sj+rq+z, thus completing the proof. 0 
We now compare the actions of ii and 6. We write x,!, y:,Aj, Bj, I/,,$ to stand for 
the subwords of v corresponding to those introduced for u. Observe that the value of t 
in the left and right canonical factorizations of v is the same as that for u (and is 
bounded by n- 1 because iifz?): this follows as W=Al...Ar<u, /W(=mt<M’, 
so that W 6 v by hypothesis, from which it easily follows that the number of left 
canonical factors of v is at least t. Interchanging the roles of u and v in this argument 
establishes the reverse inequality, and thus the claim. The non-idempotency of ii has 
been invoked to bound t. No further use is made of this additional property of u, all 
subsequent arguments being symmetric in u and v. 
Lemma 2.2. Fj = < for all i = 1,. . . , t + 1. 
Proof. Since each of r;:, I;’ is not of full content, it is enough to prove that if x fl; 
with 1x1 GM, then x<:I;‘, and conversely. By Lemma 2.1, u =x1 . .xi_ir;y,_i+i . yi, 
and SO W = Al . .Ai-lxBt_i+l . .B,bu. Now IW\=trn+jxl<(n-l)m+MdM’, and 
so W < v. However, a simple induction on k shows that AI .. .Ak 6x{ .( ~x~fr’(xb), 
whence it follows that Al ...Ai-,i(x)6ris’, . ..q’_.s:_,. By symmetry t(x)B,_i+l ...B, 
#++, . . . s;q’+p These three observations yield the conclusion that x <c’, as required. 
The converse follows by interchanging the roles of u and v. 
For each i = 1 , . . ., t define Ri (resp. Rj) to be the longest left factor f of xi =r;:si 
(resp. q’s:) such that e =f- (resp. e! =.r), taking st+i =s:+, = 1. Let Qi+i (resp. Qi,,) 
be the longest right factor f of &-‘~;:sic+i (resp. 4!-‘($&,) such that vi+, =f (resp. 
y =f). The definition of Qi+i ensures that it does not overlap Ri as a factor of u. 
Zti Si =R~‘~si~+lQ~~, ‘=R~-‘$s~~,~~Q:T~, 1 <igt. 
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Remark 2.3. For any left factor of Ri of the form r;r we see that ?$7= 5 for, in the 
partial order on S defined by the Y-relation we have 6 = l?i <v< E, yielding equal- 
ity throughout. Indeed, it follows that for each a E C(r), 6 = EZ. A similar comment 
applies to right factors of the pi. 
Lemma 2.4. Si = &’ for all i = 1,. . . , t. 
Proof. Consider the left canonical factorization of I;: XI,IX~,J . . ~xI,~,x~,~,+~. (Note that, 
since q is not of full content, we cannot assume that tl dn - 1). Now C(x,,,,+l ) is 
strictly contained in C(xl,i). We next take the left canonical factorization of ~i,~,+i 
which is x2,1x2,2 . .x~,~~xQ~+~ and repeat the process, until after a certain number of 
times, p say with p<m + 1, we have x~,~,,+I = 1. For each +,k, k<‘(j), there is a 
Unique word Aj,k such that C(Aj,k) = C(q,k), IAj,kl = IC(xj,k)l, and Aj,k has the same 
order of first appearance of letters as does xj,k. Similarly, from the right canonical 
factorization of C+I we construct the Yj,k, and the Bj,k. 
If Si = S,! = 1 there is nothing to prove. We shall show that if Si # 1 then the same is 
true of S;.’ and Si = 3;. An identical argument applies under the assumption that q! # 1. 
Denote i(Si), t(Si) by a, b, respectively. Suppose that for some x =xj,t,+i , the number 
of left canonical factors is at least n - 1. Then X = 9) = Xc for any c E C(x). Since all 
letters following x in i;- are members of C(x), we see that 6 = E,i!. Then, since @i # 6, 
it follows that a@C(x), and that a does not appear in nor to the right of xj,t, in ii. In 
the same way b # C(y) for any y = Yj,t,+i , the number of right canonical factors of 
which is at least n - 1. 
Now let x <,Si with 1x1 GM. By replacing x by axb if necessary we may assume that 
i(x) = a, t(x) = b, and that 1x1 GM + 2. Let A I, I,. . . ,Aj,t, be the complete list of the 
A P,4r for which a E C(A,,,), written in order of their occurrence in c. By the preceding 
paragraph we see that tp <n - 1 for all p <j. Similarly let Bk,tk,. . , B,, 1 be a complete 
list of those Bp,4 for which b E Bp,q written in reverse order of their occurrence in i;+i. 
Consider the word W: 
W = Al . ..Ai-_~Al.l ‘..Aj,t,XBk,tL ...BI,~B~_I ...Bls 
Now IA,1 = m = [BP1 for all p, all words A,,, P,4 B are bounded in length by m, as 
are the integers j and k, and each index tp is bounded by n - 1. 
Now (WJd(t-l)m+2m2(n-1)+Ixl<(2m2+m)(n-l)+M+2=M’, and W<u. 
Hence, W < u also but, by construction, A1 . . . Ai_ 1 6:~; . . .I$_ 1 t-,(x;_, ). Coupling this 
with a similar comment for the BP we conclude that U = Al,, ’ . . Aj,t,XBk,, . . B~J 
<i;‘sl’l;!+*. 
By construction, V = Al, 1 . . .Aj,t,a$c. It follows that V+$<‘, as (VI dm2(n - 1) f 
1 GM, and c -M i$ by the proof of Lemma 2.2. However, it is not the case that - 
a E C(l;‘-‘RI) for then by Remark 2.3 we would have: c = $ = $a = (!a= &i= ?j?i, 
contradicting the definition of Ri as a =i(Si). It follows that xBk,lk . . . B~J <$R,!+,. 
Applying the symmetric argument to the right hand factors of this word then yields 
the conclusion that x <Si. Reversing the roles of u and u allows us to infer that 
Si -MS:. In particular C(Si) = C(S:). 
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It now follows by induction that Si = 3; unless Si (and hence 5’; also) is of full 
content. This can only occur if Si = Si and Si =si, because, if Si were a proper right 
factor of si then i(si)$C(Si), with similar comments in other cases. Suppose then that 
Si = Si and write si as UM&, where u = i(si), b = t(si). Let aw’b be the factor of s[ of 
maximum length with initial letter a and terminal letter b. Note that IC(w)l <m - 1 
as a # C(w), and IC(w’)l <m - 1, as i(sj) $ C(w’). Take x<w with 1x1 GM. Then 
uxb<si with luxb) <M+2, and SO by the foregoing argument, uxb<sj whence x< w’. 
Interchanging the roles of w and w’ in the preceding argument allows us to conclude 
that si -M w’, whence ii = W’ by the inductive hypothesis. From this follows that 5 <$ 
in the partial order on S defined by the Y relation. Reversing the roles of q and $ 
in the preceding argument allows us to prove the reverse inequality, and therefore we 
deduce that Si = $ in all cases, concluding the proof of the lemma. 0 
We now conclude the proof of Simon’s theorem by obtaining the contradiction that 
U = V We proceed by induction on t. If t = 1 we have, using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4: 
For t>2, write w for rlsl ...r--lst_lq, z for wr,-‘, and w’ and z’ for the corre- 
sponding dashed expressions. Then we have 
-- 
ii = wslr,+l = wstrl+l = W’s,r,+l = i?F;str,+l = i?F*S, = i?m 
= fl’y’s’p-’ 111 f 11+1 = w str,+, = fi. 
CoroIIary 2.5 (Lallement [3, Theorem 1.101). A finite monoid M is .5triuiuZ if and 
only if M divides some G$. 
Proof. Certainly, if M 4 +$ then A4 is Y-trivial. Conversely, suppose that A4 is Y-trivial 
and let CI : A* + A4 be a surmorphism. For any m EM it follows from Simon’s theorem 
that mcc-’ is a union of N,, classes for some IZ = n(m). Taking n = max n(m) we see 
that FI may be chosen independently of m. 
By the proof of the forward implication in the theorem, there exists a homomor- 
phism O:A*+Vx such that 80&‘& -,, & LXOC(-‘, whence it follows that M is a 
homomorphic image of the submonoid C = A* fl of %& as C/((a o CI-’ )/(e o 0-l )) ? 
A*/cr o cc-’ E M. 
We close with an example that shows that it is not sufficient to prove Simon’s theo- 
rem in the two-generator case only. Any finite Z-trivial semigroup may be embedded 
in a two-generator semigroup of the same type [2, Theorem 2.61, The corresponding 
result does not hold however for a-, _Y-, or strivial semigroups. 
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Example 2.6. Let S be a 4-element Kronecker semilattice, that is to say, S is a com- 
mutative band {e,f,g,O} where the product of any pair of distinct elements equals 0. 
Then S is finite and Ftrivial but does not divide any finite two-generator W-trivial, 
(not Z-trivial) semigroup. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that S + T, where T is a finite, B-trivial, two-generated 
semigroup, so that T = ({a, b}), and, by Result 1.1, we can assume that T is a 
semigroup of decreasing mappings on the chain X,, say. There exists a surmorphism 
c( : S’ t S from some subsemigroup S’ of T onto S. By finiteness, each of e,f,g, 
and 0 has an idempotent pre-image under CI which we will denote respectively by 
e’, f ‘, g’, 0’. At least one member of {e’, f ‘, g’} is neither a power of a nor b, for 
otherwise two members of this set, e’ and f’ say, would each be a power of the 
same generator, but suppose that e’ = at, f’ = as say; we then obtain the contradiction 
e’ = e” = (a’>” = (~2)~ = f” = f ‘. Let us suppose therefore that e’ is not a power of a, 
nor a power of 6. 
Since e’ E E(T) we have ran e’ = F(e’) = F(a) n F(b). Since T is generated by {a, b} 
it follows that tlrane’ = 1 Iran e’ for every t E T. But then, since f’ E T we obtain 
e/f I = e’, whereupon e = e’cc = (e’f ‘)cI = e’orf ‘c1= ef = 0, and arrival at this contra- 
diction completes the proof, the argument in the case where T is Z-trivial being 
dual. 0 
Remark. Let G be a generating set of some 5trivial subsemigroup S of some & with 
(G( = k say. Two idempotents of S which are the product of the same set of generators 
are equal by Remark 1.5. Hence, IE(S)l 62k. It follows immediately that no semilattice 
of order exceeding 2k divides a F-trivial semigroup generated by k or fewer elements. 
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